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Abstract. In this paper we conclude the discussion of the basic properties and
bounds for the R operation. This allows us to complete the proof of the
ultraviolet stability of four-dimensional pure gauge field theories, as formulated
in Theorem 1.
Introduction

In this paper we perform all the remaining operations defining R, like cancellations
of the large terms in numerators and denominators in (1.100) [IV], localizations
in disjoint large field regions, and exponentiations. Then we prove bounds for the
obtained expressions. The main bounds are combinatorial bounds proving
convergence of the whole expansion defined by the R operation. This completes
the proof of the inductive representation of the effective densities, the representation
described in detail in Sect. 2 [III]. Thus we prove the following theorem:
Theorem 1. // the sequence of the effective coupling constants is contained in an
interval ]0, y] with a sufficiently small positive γ, then the effective densities pk have
the form, and satisfy all the conditions and bounds, described in Sect. 2 [///].
This is the main result of the whole sequence of papers of the present author
on non-Abelian gauge field theories. Theorem 2 of [I] allows us to remove the
assumption on the effective coupling constants in the above theorem, because this
assumption follows from the basic inequality (0.31) [II], which is the result of
Theorem 2. The proof of Theorem 2, which is based on second order perturbative
calculations, is very awkward and long in the context of the renormalization group
approach to lattice gauge field theories, and has not been published yet, so we
have Theorem 1 with the assumption. As an immediate consequence of this theorem,
we get the ultraviolet stability bounds of the same type as for superrenormalizable
models in [16]:

χ.expi -\A{Uk)-E-\Tη\]^pk£expE+\Tη\9

(0.1)
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with the constants £ _ , E+ independent of fe, Tη, Uk. Theorem 1 is the basis for
many other applications, for example, for an analysis of expectation values of
physical observables, like loop variables, averaged loop variables, etc. These
problems are very important for construction of the four-dimensional gauge field
theories, and they deserve detailed analysis and further publication. Another
important direction for future development is to include interactions with matter
fields, e.g. Fermi fields in quantum chromodynamics.
1. The Conclusion of the Operation R—Localization, Bounds, and
Exponentiation
In this section we describe in detail the remaining operations necessary to conclude
the R-operation, and mentioned briefly at the end of [IV]. The definition of the
operation R' was written in the form (1.100) [IV] in order to make clear the
fundamental issues, like construction of a polymer expansion, and the exponentiation,
but now we come back again to the simpler notation used throughout the last
section, e.g., in the formula (1.99) [IV]. Consider one term on the right-hand side
of (1.99) [IV]. In this term the operations T£,T h , and the integration with respect
to the variables Vh9 are left unchanged by operations and considerations of this
section, therefore we omit them in formulas below. The result of the R'-operation
on the obtained expression can be written in the form

(1.1)

where we have omitted also the averagings over the choices of G o , T o . Most of
this section we will work with the above expression.
The basic problem for this expression is connected with the Wilson terms in
the exponentials in the integrals. A part of this term from the nominator has to
be combined with the term in the first exponential, to give the Wilson term of the
new action. The remaining part has to be cancelled, or approximately cancelled,
with the term from the denominator. This problem has to be analyzed carefully,
2
because the terms are multiplied by gk~ , so they are potentially dangerous
and they may spoil bounds. More precisely, the term from the denominator is
dangerous, and we start the analysis with the integral in the denominator. Writing
V = exp igkB', identifying A with one of its components, and using (2.8) [I], we get

'\dB'\Aσ{gkB')δGo{B')χ{{\B'\<MQgk-^k})
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^ ( o , g k U k )
(1.2)
9k
J
The last term in the exponential is small, because the function V is at least of third
order in the argument. It can be estimated by O(gl~β)\Λ\. To consider the second
term in the exponential we make the following remark about the configuration
UΌ. It is a minimum of the functional
U-*A(U\

for

U:U defined and regular on Z,
s

on

MEk(U) = MBk{Z)(Q i;Vk)

(1.3)

Z\Λ.

By the results of Sect. G [15] we have the condition
<<5y4,J0> = 0

for all

SA:QBk(z)3A

=0

on

Z\Λ,

(1.4)

where J o is the current defined by ί/0, and Q B ( z ) is the linear averaging operation
defined by Uo and Bk(Z). In particular, the above condition is satisfied for all δA
with supp(5,4 c Λ, therefore J o = 0 on A. The functions δA = HlkB' satisfy also
the condition in (5.4), therefore {H1 kB\Jo> = (DH1JcB',lmdUoy
= 0, and we
have
--<Dif1Jkβ',ζι/-2Im3t/o>=-<DHlkβ/,(l-Co^"2Im3t/o>.
Qk

'

(1.5)

9k

By the exponential decay of the minimizer, and the localizations of 1 — ζ 0 and B\
the expression on the right-hand side above can be bounded by
— B3MoAopo(gk)εxp(9k

δdist(Ωk,Λ))3εk\Λ\
(1.6)

where we have used the fact that A is contained in a cube of the size 100M. The
bound on the right-hand side above can be made arbitrarily small for sufficiently
small gk9 but it is enough to have an absolute bound, e.g., the number 1.
Consider now the quadratic form in the exponential in (1.2). This quadratic
form is positive definite, and it is simple to estimate the lower bound. At first, we
apply the construction of Sect. F [15] to the configuration Uo, and doing a proper
gauge transformation we represent it on the domain Z as expίξA0, with Ao
satisfying the bound |>40|, | V M 0 | < O(l)MbRkεk. We also have to do the compensating adjoint gauge transformation on the variables B''. Then we expand the
expressions defining the quadratic form with respect to Ao, up to the first order
in Ao. This was discussed in Sect. B [13]. The leading term in the expansion is
the quadratic form with the background field identically equal to 1. Replacing the
minimizer in this form by the kih minimizer defined on the whole lattice, and the
function Co by the function identically equal to 1, we change the form by a quadratic
form bounded by O(exp(— Rk)). Now the leading quadratic form is equal to
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(B',ΔkBfy defined by (1.65), (1.66) [10]. Using the bound (1.67) [10] for this form,
we obtain

Consider the quadratic form || dB' | | 2 on the fields B' defined on Λ, and equal to 0
on bonds of the graph G o . Using the fact that A is a rectangular parallelepiped
contained in a cube of the size 100M, and that G o determines the axial gauge in
Λ, we obtain the inequality
X \Wφ)\2 ^d(10QM)d+1

Σ \{dB){p)\2.

be A

peΛ

(1.8)

It follows by the same simple argument as in the proof of Lemma 2.4 in [11], it
is even simpler in this case, because we do not have the averaging operations. The
inequality is also much more general, holding for general domains Λ, and graphs
G o fixing a gauge in A, but with different constants. For example, if in this domain
A we fix an axial gauge in the direction of xι-axis, i.e., we put B'((x — el,x}) = 0
for xeA, then the inequality (1.8) holds with the constant (100M)3. The inequalities
(1.7), (1.8) imply finally

for gk sufficiently small. The above inequality holds for Uo in an arbitrary gauge,
It allows us to prove Proposition 1 [IV], but at first we estimate the integral on
the right-hand side of (1.2). This integral is in the denominator of (1.1), hence we
are interested only in a lower bound, which follows from the boundedness of the
quadratic form. The integral is bounded from below by exp(— O(1)|Λ|) =
e x p ( - O(M*)). In fact, we need such a bound for the integral extended analytically
on Gc-valued configurations U. We construct such an extension replacing the
variables Vk in the function Uo by the averages Mk(XJ) for Uel/£(Z, α0>/c, α1>fc). The
expressions in the integral are analytic functions of U, and all the bounds above hold
with εk replaced by O(α0>Λ + α1>fc). This is an unessential change; it may result only
in stronger restrictions on gk, or γ. Thus we have

ίdV'{ΛδGo(V')χcxp^-~A(ζo,UkιZ(V'VΛ))Jj

9k
fe

'

( o o )

+ logσ0)μ(fc)\G0|,

(1.10)

and the analytically extended I{U0) satisfies the bound
5

\I(U0)\ < O(l)logM\A\ < O(ί)M .

(1.11)

From the equality (1.10) it is clear that we have to cancel the first term in the
exponential on the right-hand side, otherwise we will not get good bounds for this
exponential.
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Now we prove Proposition 1 [IV]. For simplicity of the argument let us use
the fact that Vk belongs to the domain determined by the characteristic functions
XkXk,A> ie ' ftn a sa n extension from Zr\Λc onto Z, such that UkfZ(Vk) satisfies the
inequality in (1.75) [IV]. We fix such an extension, and we consider the variational
problem for the function V'[Λ->A(UkZ(V'Vk)), where V satisfies mild regularity
conditions. Fixing the gauge G o for V we get a small configuration, and we can
write V = QxpiB'. We expand the function with respect to B\ the expansion has
the same form as in the exponentials in (5.2), but without the powers of gk, and
with Co = 1. Now the condition for a critical configuration is the equation

<δB',HlkJktZy + <δff,HtkΔ1HltkB'>

(

(

J

^

^
(1.12)

Denote by Po the projection onto the subspace of B' satisfying the gauge condition
U'[~Go = 0. By the inequality (1.9) the operator P0Hf kΔ1H1 kP0 is positive, hence
invertible on this subspace, and the inverse is bounded by <y^12d(100M)5.
Equation (1.12) can be written as

- -(P0HtkΔ1HUkP0)'1P0HtkJκz.

(1.13)

Using Proposition 4 [15] and the fixed point theorem for contractive mappings,
we can easily prove that the above equation has exactly one solution, which has
a bound equal to twice a bound of the right-hand side of the equation, i.e., it can
be bounded by 2yΰ ί2d(100M)5Bl4εk. This proves the existence and the uniqueness
statements of Proposition 1 [IV], and the bound (1.78) [IV]. The above equations,
bounds and statements are valid for gc-valued fields, hence the existence of the
analytic extension follows immediately, and Proposition 1 [IV] is proved. It is
proved for ck instead of a general ε, but the generalization is obvious.
Now we analyze the integral in the nominator of (1.1). The crucial term in the
action Ak is the Wilson term — A(l/(gk(-))2, U'ί). We have to extract from it the
Wilson term —(l/gk)A(ζ0,U0), in order to cancel the corresponding term in the
exponential on the right-hand side of (1.10), and to preserve enough of it to get
the small factors from large fields. For the remaining terms in the action we have
to discuss the localization only. To analyze the Wilson term we write at first
A\—1^,uA
\Wk('))

= ~A(Ufk') + A\7-^-\,Uk').
}

9k

\\9kV))

9k

(1.14)
)

The second term on the right-hand side is localized in A as a function of the field
Uk. We leave it in this form. In the future we will apply to it the localization
operation in the same way as for other terms in the action, and we will use it to
get the bounds for large fields. Thefirstterm we divide into two parts:
A{U'ί) = A(ζ0, U'ί) + A{1 - Co, U'ί).

(1.15)
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We localize the configuration Uk in the first term on the right-hand side in the
domain Z, i.e., we apply the representation

The argument of the function HJ[z has a support in a layer of width 2M X at the
boundary δZ, and it can be bounded by 44d2εk, as it follows from the restrictions
given by the characteristic functions χk. We expand the first term on the right-hand
side of (1.15) with respect to the function Hfc'jZ:
A(ζ0, VI) = X(ζ o ,expiηH'UUίz)

= A(ζ0, U"ktZ)

+ i<H;', z ,4(ζ 0 )H^, z > + Ko(Co,HZ,2).

(1.17)

The last three terms on the right-hand side are small, even after dividing by Q\.
This follows from the above stated localization of the argument of the function
Hk z, and from the exponential decay in the scaled distance of this function (the
inequality (190) [15]). From this exponential decay, and the localization of ζ0, we
get an additional exponential factor exp( — (l/2)<5MjRk). It suppresses all powers
of loggfk~2, and all powers of M. A bound of this type will be discussed later in a
more complicated situation, e.g., see the estimate (1.47), so we omit details now.
This implies also that the above terms are small if we take proper analytic
extensions. These extensions will be discussed later. Now let us only notice that
Hk,z is a n analytic function of the configuration Uk restricted to the above
mentioned boundary layer. The second term on the right-hand side of (1.15) is
represented in a similar way. We apply (1.16) with Z replaced by Ωk, and Z\Z~~1
replaced by Ωk\Ωk, and then the formula (1.17) with ζ0 replaced by 1 — ζθ9 and
Z by Ωk. The last three terms in this expansion are also small for the same reason,
more precisely we introduce a decomposition of unity connected with the partition
πfc, and terms of the obtained sum are small, and exponentially small in the distance
t o Ωck.

Consider the main term in the expansion (1.17). We take a function ζγ e C£ {Z"h + 1 ),
which changes from 0 to 1 on a neighborhood of the boundary dZ^+1 (on a layer
of the width 2 at the boundary, in L^-scale). We divide this term again:

A(ζ09 υιz) = A(ζo(i - d), υιz) + A(ζl9 u'itZ).

(i.i8)

Denote ζo(l —ζί) = ζ. The configuration Ό'k\z depends on V\ which is decomposed
into V'V0 on B o , according to (1.81) [IV]. The field V = expίgkB is small, more
precisely \B\ <gk~1δrk by the restrictions (1.82) [IV] in the characteristic function
χ', hence we have
UitZ=U'ίιZ(expigkBM'{U0)[Ωl~2ι,

V"[{Ω»h~if)

(Mχί/o)[Ω;;2,FT(^-)0Uk'zl
2 c

(1.19)

Notice that the field V" on the domain (β£+ ) is equal to the old field V. We
denote the new background field by UkfZ. Expanding the first term on the right-hand
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side of (1.18) as in the exponential in (1.2), i.e., using (2.8) [I], we get
Ag9 U'lfZ) = A(ζ9expiηHl,z{gkB)Ulz)

= A(ζ9 l/° z ) + gk<DH"1MB9ζη~2
B} + V(ζ9gkH»uka,B).
>z

ImSl/° z >
(1.20)

The last term above is at least of third order in #fcl?, therefore it is small after dividing
by gk. Notice that this time bounds are a bit more difficult and larger, because of
the many scales in the definitions of the operators and the field B. Thus the last
3
d
2 3
d d
+2
term is bounded by O ( l ) | B 0 | ^ ^ O{l){100MRk) N δk
^ glθ{\)M R k
A\p\(gk),
and dividing the number on the right-hand side by g\ we get still a small number,
if gk is small enough. We have assumed here that N ^Rk. Consider the quadratic
form in (1.20). According to the formulas (79) [15], (3.10) [13], it is equal to a sum
of several terms, which are small except the one term determined by the operator
D*ζD. To see that the other terms are small we have to establish bounds for the
background field UkfZ. Here we are interested only in simplest global bounds on
the support of ζ. Using the estimate (1.80) [IV] and Theorem 1 [15] we see that
UktZ satisfies the usual regularity conditions (2) [15], for the sequence {Ω' }
restricted to jf2£n/2JJ+l5 with the constant O(l)BlB5M5εk
instead of e 0 . From
these conditions we obtain that the sum of the above mentioned terms can be
+2
bounded by O(l)B53B5M5Ajpj(gk)εk\B0\
£ O(l)B53B5M5+dA2p2(gk)Rdk
εk, and
this bound is small for gk small enough. Notice that we obtain a similar bound,
with a larger power of loggk2 only, if we extend the configuration Uo to Gc-valued
fields in the way described in the paragraph before (1.10). Thus the quadratic form
in (1.20) can be written as a sum of the nonnegative form
Σ ηdζ{x(p))\{DH'iκzB)(p)\2,

(1.21)

PtTη

and the small form, with the above written bound. In the effective action we have
the form (1.21) with the minus sign, therefore it can be bounded by 0. Other bounds
for this form will be discussed later.
Now consider the first two terms on the right-hand side of (1.20). Thefirst,the
Wilson action term, is a desirable term, which we will transform further, but the
second term, linear in B, should be small. This cannot be seen just by a simple
estimate of this term, and we have to use the fact that on the support of ζ the field
UktZ differs only a little bit from the field Uθ9 which is a critical configuration, and
for which the linear term is equal to 0. To use it, we represent the configuration UktZ
again in the familiar way. We introduce the determining set B x = B£(Z) u Bh(Ωll\),
where the operation of joining of two determining sets is given by (2.14) [III], and
we take the corresponding function UB . It is supported in the domain Znί2£+ 2 l 5
and on this domain we have

^

(1.22)

The argument of the function H B has a support in the boundary layer of the width
2M1 (in the L~h-scale), at the boundary dΩl+\. The configuration UktZ satisfies
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the regularity condition (1.96) [IV] on (Ω'^γf r\Ωh. In fact by the same argument
as the one leading to (1.96) [IV], we have to forget only about the field B' in the
bounds. By the usual reasoning the field in the argument of the function H B can
be bounded by Π d 2 ε Λ ^ Ild2{l + βo)2Nβ°sk^
Ild2(l + βo)2Rβk°εk, hence
J l l d ^ l + βo)2Rβk°ek

^o ( B i ) H B i | <B3exp(-δMRh+

(1.23)

on Ω"} nί2£, for j = h + 1,..., fc. Consider the Wilson action term in (1.20). Using
(1.22) we expand it with respect to H B i , as in (1.17):
> + K 0 (f,H B l ).

(1.24)

For the new background field (7 Bj we have, by (4.87):
°\

Bl

(1.25)

where ΰ0 is a gauge transformation constant on blocks of the determining set B 1 ?
and equal to u0 at centers of the blocks, i.e., on Bj. This equality, the bounds for
the configuration Uo, and the bounds (1.23) imply that the last three terms on the
right-hand side of the equality (1.24) are small, after dividing by gk. For example,
the second term can be bounded by
O(l)B3B5M5εkB2)Qxp(~

δMRh

)lld2(l

+1

+ βQ)2Rβk°εk

and the number multiplying gk can be made arbitrarily small for gk small enough.
Similar, or better, bounds hold for the remaining two terms. Thus, the only
important large term is the Wilson action term on the right-hand side of (1.24).
We will consider it later, now we analyze the second term on the right-hand side
of (1.20). At first we localize the minimizer H'[χz. We construct the generalized
random walk expansion for it, including ZrλΩ^ί
as one of the localization
domains X, see Sect. C [13] for details. Other localization domains are the same
as in that paper; they are based on the partitions into Mx -cubes in corresponding
scales, and they intersect the domain (ΩH^. The expansion has the form (3.107)
[13], where Xo = Z n i 2 £ + 1 , and the terms of the expansion satisfy (3.108) [13].
c
We consider them on the domain Ω knΩZ+1. More precisely the first argument
of their kernels is restricted to the support of £, hence the first term of the expansion
corresponds to the walk (0, Xo), and is given by the function H'[tktXo. The remaining
terms correspond to walks intersecting (Ωhlxf, hence the bound (3.108) [13]
provides the additional exponential factor exp(— (l/4)δ0MRh+1).
We represent
H"lkZ as a sum of the first term and the sum of the remaining terms:
1

H

i,k,z = H'ίxxo + H'xoAΩ'HJ

26

ί - )

The decomposition yields the corresponding decomposition of the linear term in
(1.20). The bound
)AiPΛgk)

1

(1.27)
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allows us to estimate the second term of this decomposition in the same way as
the second term of the expansion (1.24) above, hence it is a small term. The first
term is equal to
(1.28)

y

This expression depends on the background field Uk>z restricted to the domain
ZnΩ'jιl1
(or rather to the neighborhood of this domain obtained by adding the
boundary layer of the width 5M1L~N + 1 at the boundary dΩ'ίU, and the
dependence is analytic. We apply the representation (1.22), and we expand (1.28)
up to the first order in H B . A simple estimate of the expression (1.28) gives the
bound gk20(l)A2}BjB5Md + 5Rkp2)(gk), hence the first order term in this expansion
can be bounded by this number multiplied by the right-hand side of the inequality
(1.23), and by some absolute constant. Thus the first order term of this expansion
is small, and we have to consider the expression (1.28) with UktZ replaced by
17^. Using (1.25), we obtain

1

) B 9 J o } + gk Σ

n

d

\

x,μ

• Σ {dl*ζ){x)R(U0{ix,x-ηevy))lmU0(dpvμ{x-ηev)).

(1.29)

vψμ

The sum on the right-hand side above is localized in two domains on which
δx*ζ φθ: the first is the boundary layer at dΩk, and the second is the boundary
layer at dΩl+1. On the first domain we estimate the second sum in (1.29) by
(d — l)3ε fe ^ 3 , hence the whole expression can be bounded by
gk(100MRk)d-ι4dB3Aopo(gk)Qχp(-δSMRk)3(d-l)εk,
which is a small number, even after dividing by g\. On the second domain the
h
5
2
second sum is estimated by (d— l)L~ O(l)B3B5M εkη ,
and the expression is
bounded by

The number multiplying gk is small if L~N is small enough, for example if
N
2 v
2
L~ ^ (log gk )'
for sufficiently large v, or N ^ (v/log L) log log gk . For the
smallness of the above bound we need v ^ 2 p o + dr0. Thus, with the above
assumptions, the second term on the right-hand side of (1.29) is small, after dividing
it by gk. Consider now the first term. We write it as a sum of two terms
corresponding to the decomposition ζ = (l — d ) — (1 — Co)(l~~Ci) For the second
term the support of the function (1 - ζ o ) ( l -ζi)=l-ζ0
is sufficiently far from
the support of the field B. The distance is larger than 8MRki hence a bound for
this term has the additional exponential factor exp(— δSMRk\ and the term is
small. The first term is equal to #fc<(l — ζi)H'[tktXoR{ΰo1)B,Joy,
and the function
multiplying Jo satisfies the condition
6ιH(z)(l-Ci)ίί;f^oΛ(ΰo1)β =0

on

Z\Λ.
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It follows from the definition of the function H'[tktXo, and from the fact that the
support of the field B is contained in A. This condition is exactly the same as the
condition for δΛ in (1.4), therefore the above term is equal to 0. Thus we have
proved that in the combined expansions (1.20), (1.24) all terms are small, except
the Wilson action term on the right-hand side of (1.24). This term is equal to
A{ζ, Uo) = A(ζ09 Uo) - A{ζ±, Uo).

(1.30)

The second term on the right-hand side can be estimated as follows:
0 ^ A{ζx, Uo) < gΪL-*NN^O(l)A20B23B25M14Rtp20(gk)

(1.31)

For N satisfying the conditions discussed above the bound on the right-hand side
above is small, after dividing by gk . The only term which remains as possibly large
is the first term on the right-hand side of (1.30).
Let us summarize the result of the above analysis of the Wilson action term
in the effective action A'k. We have

\(ζl9ltZ)

Σ ηζ
Z

9k

\( C
9k

0

9

0

)

peTη

(1.32)

where the term 0(1) denotes the sum of all the small terms obtained by the above
transformations and expansions. We will transform further the first two terms on
the right-hand side of the above equality. The first term can be written as a sum
of terms localized in components of the large field region. We divide them into
two parts, one is localized in Z, another in Zk\Z. The first is transformed as in
(1.17), i.e., it is written as the sum of the Wilson term

and the remaining terms, corresponding to the terms in (1.17). The remaining terms
are small by the same reason as in the case of the expansion (1.17). We have to
notice only that (l/(0£( )) 2 ) - 1/0* is bounded by O(l)(fe -j) on Ωfj\Ωrj+l9 and the
exponential decay of Hkz suppresses this bound. The second part, localized in
Zk\Z9 is transformed in the same way as A(l — £ 0 , Uk\ namely it is represented as
1
plus the sum of the corresponding small terms, as in (1.17) again. The above Wilson
action term is combined together with the second term on the right-hand side of
(1.32), and the sum of these two terms is equal to
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Now we introduce a new determining set Bfc, and a new background field Uk. We
define Bfe as equal to B£ on Zc, and to {Z(k)} on Z. More precisely
Bfc = {Γ,.},

Γj = Γ]nZc

where

for

j<fc,

Γ k = Γ;'uZ ( f c ) .

(1.33)

On this determining set we define new gauge field variables V:
V\ZC=V"\ZC,

(1.34)

V[z=V'kVΛ[z.
(fc)

c

Let us recall that Vk = 1 on Λ , and VA is defined on the whole set Z , and equal
to Vk outside A. The new background field Uk is defined by
(1.35)

Uk=UBk(V).
2

2

c

We define also the new function l/(gk(')) = l/(gk( )) Z + l/(gk)Z. We use here and
above the same notation for a set, and for its characteristic function. Consider the
last Wilson action term above. We expand the configuration U'k'z~-3 on the
support of 1 — Co around the new background field Uk. We use a representation
inverse to (1.16), i.e., we write

.

(1.36)

The argument of the H-function above has a support in the boundary layer of the
width 2M1 at the boundary 3Z~~3, and it is bounded by 44d2εk. Expanding the
Wilson action with respect to this function, we get again an expansion of the type
(1.17), with all terms small except the first one, which in this case is equal to

This expression is now combined together with the Wilson action in the first
exponential in (1.1), only transformed in the same way as above, i.e., with the
configuration UkZ replaced by Uk, and with some new small terms. The sum of
the two actions is equal to
1
which is the new Wilson action term for a final effective action, the rest of which
will be constructed later.
All the above transformations of the Wilson action terms from all the
expressions in (1.1) yield

02* —

-\

*.-'""'

( J , uλ + \A(ζ0, u0)

"VfoίO)

2

Σ η*ζ(x(p))\(DH'iκzB)(p)\

J

β

+ 0(1).

(1.37)
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The first term on the right-hand side is the basic Wilson term of a new effective
action, and we write it in the first exponential in (1.1), instead of the previous local
one. The second term is in fact a small term, because

on the support of ζ, so it can be bounded by
βo

(100MRk)4(O(l)B3B5M5εk

+ O(l)B3δ'k)2

^

O(l)B23B2M9RΊkε2,

and the bound is small for gk small enough. We include this term into the sum of
small terms denoted by 0(1) in (1.37). Let us repeat the remark about the analyticity
properties of these terms, formulated already several times, e.g., before the formula
(1.10). Each term depends analytically on one of the background fields which
appeared in the above constructions, and the bounds are preserved if we replace
this field by the corresponding Gc-valued field. This replacement will be described
more precisely later, when we will discuss localization. Consider now the third
term on the right-hand side of (1.37). It is a very important term, because the
exponential of this term gives the small factors connected with large plaquette
variables in the domain Ωch. We have separated this term from the old action
exactly for this purpose. There is one problem connected with this term. We have
to extend the function U'k\z, or rather the function U\fL) in its argument, to the
Gc-function, and then the obvious positivity properties of the Wilson action are
lost. We will show that this extension can be written as a small perturbation of a
positive Wilson action, from which we can get all the small factors. The extension
is constructed by replacing in

the variables Vk by Mfc(U), where Uel/ k (Z,α O ί k ,α 1 > k ). By the definition we have
\J =U'U, where U is a G-valued configuration satisfying the regularity condition
\dU — 1| <(xo,kη2, and Ur = expiηA', where A' is a gc-valued function satisfying
the bounds |k'|, | V ^ ; | <α 1 > Λ . We write M*(U) = M*(U')Mk(U), and M*(l/') =
QxpiQk(ηA') = expiJ?', \B'\ < O(l)α 1>k . In the proof of Proposition 1 [IV] we have
noticed that the function VA is an analytic function of the field Vk, but now we
need a more quantitative statement. We would like to establish an identity of the
form
k

VΛ(M (JJ)) = V'A{M\U'))VA(M\U)\

(1.38)

holding in the axial gauge, and to prove analyticity properties and bounds for the
function V'Λ. Of course the identity is a definition of this function, so the bounds
are important. We may replace also the fcth averages by fields V', V, satisfying
proper smallness, or regularity conditions. The function V'Λ is determined as a
critical point of the function
V'{A-*A(Uk9Z(V'V9V'VA(V)))>

(1-39)

where V = exp iB\ and B' is sufficiently small. We expand the above function with
respect to (B',B'\ B' = (l/ϊ)logF'. The expansion has the same form as the one
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in the exponentials in (1.2), only with ζ0 = 1 and gk = 1. Differentiating it with
respect to B\ using the criticality condition for Uo = UkjZ(V, VA(V)\ and inverting
the linear operator as in (1.13), we obtain the equation

ί

= -(PoHtkΔ1HUkPoy PoHlkΔ1H1J'.

(1.40)

The notation above is a bit simplified, in fact we should write HlkZ instead of
Hltk and QB {z)QskBf instead of B\ but it does not matter, because we restrict the
operators to Λ, and the boundary effects at the boundary dZ are negligible. We
can prove again that Eq. (1.40) has exactly one solution B'Λ(B'\ which is an analytic
function of the gc-valued small field B', satisfying the bound
\B'Λ{B')\ ^4d(lQ0M)5yv

(1.41)

'Bl\B'\.

This yields the formula

(t/')J

(1.42)

for the function in the identity (1.38), and a quantitative control of the analytically
extended function VΛ. Consider now the extended function
ϋo(U) = Uκz(Mk(\J\ VΛ(Mk(JJ))) = OKZ{Mk{O')Mk{O\

V'Λ(Mk(U'))VΛ(Mk(U)))
(1.43)

in the axial gauge. Existence of the analytic extension follows from the results of
Sect. G [15], and from the results and bounds formulated above. From these
results it follows also that afh average of the above configuration can be represented
in the form
M'(£/ 0 (U)) - MWκz(Mk(U'l
k

V'Λ(Mk(U>))))Mj(U0(U))
j

= Vιz(M (U'))M (U0(U)l

(1.44)

where VjtZ(V) is an analytic function of (1/0 log V\ satisfying the bound
f

l

(1.45)

i h

The representation and the bound hold on the j domain of the determining set
j
Bk(Z), for = 0,1,..., k. They all hold on the domain Λ, and the field M (U0(U))
is also small on Λ; it satisfies the bound (1.84) [IV], with α0>fc instead of εfc.
From the results of Sect. G [15] it follows again that the function HKΛ in the
representation (1.86) [IV] has the analytic extension A o = Hk Λ((l/ί) log M'((7 0 (U)))
satisfying (1.87) [IV], with α Ojk + α l j k instead of εk. This is the information we need
to discuss the third term on the right-hand side of (1.37). It will be used also later,
in the discussion of localization. Consider now the expression

To simplify the discussion we localize it again in the domain ZJJ+2 instead of Z.
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We will not repeat again all the considerations connected with this operation.
They should be obvious; let us state only that all terms of the expansion
corresponding to (1.17) are small by the exponential decay of the H-function, except
the term ^ ( ( l / ( ^ ( ) ) 2 ) C i , ^ ^ + 2 ) The configuration ί/£ z j + 2 depends on the field
VΎ0 = expigkBexpiQ.(ηA0)h+on
Ωf^+\nZl+2,
and on'the field V" on (Ω'ίl\)c.
We consider here the function A o extended analytically to the fields U. Denote for
simplicity the above configuration by Ul + 2. It is an analytic function of A o , hence
of U, and we have the expansion
U'ί+2([K(exp igkB)expiQ.(ηAo)]

exp igkB, V")

,nr;+Ί.

(1-46)

2

The argument of the function HJJ+2 has a support in the domain Ω"h~ γ nZl+2. This
is very important, because the exponential decay of this function suppresses strongly
large values of l/(gk(-))2. The above expansion yields the usual expansion of the
Wilson action, i.e., the expansion of the form (1.17) with proper changes. Again,
all the terms in this expansion are small, except the term A((l/(gk(-))2)ζι, Όl+2).
For example, consider the most dangerous term, the term linear in HJ,'+2- It can
be bounded in the following way:

< Σ Σ B3
.7=1 xeΓ'j

9k

/

Gk

iB5M6 £ Σ ^p{
10

Ί

(1.47)

S 0{l)A0C1BlB5M p0(gk)q1(gk)R kL-''.

The last bound above is small under the usual conditions on N. Bounds for the
other terms in the expansion are similar. Thus we have
)

(1.48)

where the terms in 0(1) are small, and depend analytically on the field U restricted
to the domain Z. The gauge field in the Wilson action on the right-hand side is
G-valued, hence the action is positive, and it provides the necessary bounds for
large plaquette variables.
We have finished the operations connected with the Wilson action terms in
(1.1). It is an important part of the procedure, and also the most difficult one,
because it involves the problem of cancellation of the terms in the numerator and
the denominator in (1.1). This problem dictates some basic aspects of the
R-operation, for example it determines the number N of the usual renormalization
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steps we have to perform for a given large field region, before we can do this
operation. In the course of the above transformations we have created many new
terms in the effective action. They have been obtained by expanding some Wilson
actions, so they have a similar structure; in particular they are easily localizable,
but they depend on several different background fields. They have, however, two
important common features: they are all small, in fact their sum is also small,
although we need boundedness only, and they depend on background fields
restricted to a neighborhood of the region Z, therefore they are boundary terms,
according to our classification of terms in effective actions. We denote the sum of
all these terms, including the term I(U0) from the denominator, by Ck. As the
result of all the transformations above we obtain the following equality:
(1-1) =
χhΛ/2$dBσ(gkB)δTo(B)χ'εxp\

-±

Ek([/k') + Rk(l/k') + Bk(U'k',A) + Bk'(t/k', A)

l

(1.49)

Let us recall that the term Rk is not complete yet at this stage. It is equal to
Rk-! +R"(k\ where R"(/c) is the contribution from R ^ ^ connected with the last
T-operation. The essential contribution to R(/c) will be constructed by this
R-operation. Let us recall also that the term Bk is the sum of the new boundary
terms created by the N preliminary integrations considered in the previous section.
Our problem now is to reconstruct the effective action corresponding to the
new determining set Bk and the background field Uk, possible with some new
boundary terms. We have done it for the main term in the action, and we have
obtained the Wilson action in the first exponential. Now we will extract other
terms from the effective action in (1.49), more precisely these terms which contribute
to the new action. We divide the terms in the second exponential in (1.49) into
two parts: the first part includes the first three terms, and these terms of the rest
of the effective action, for which their localization domains intersect the region Z,
the second part includes the remaining terms, i.e., the terms with localization
domains disjoint with Z. The second part contributes to the new action, more
precisely if we replace in it the field Uk by the new background field Uk, then we
obtain all the terms of the new action with localization domains disjoint with Z.
To obtain such terms, we expand the terms of the second part around their values
at the configuration Uk. These expansions are obtained from an expansion of the
configuration Uk on the domain Z c , around the configuration Uk, which we describe
first.
Let us write explicitly the configuration Uk, and its dependence on the variable
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fields:
Ul = Uκ(V''r#9expigkBM

(UtfL>)[Λnάi?i,

F"[(β-f).

(1.50)

c

The determining set B£ restricted to the domain Λ , and the field V"[Λc, coincide
with the corresponding determining set, and the field, for the new configuration
Uk. Therefore the expansions of Uk are connected with changes made inside the
domain A. The first expansion is with respect to B, and we have as in (1.19)
\

(1.51)

where Uk is the configuration in (1.50) with B = 0. This configuration considered
on Z c depends weakly on the field V"\{Ω'^f, and we try to cut off this dependence
completely. The argument of l/£ is equal "to M'{ΌtfL)) = exp iQ.(ηλ0) on Z'ίnΩ'^.
We expand with respect to it, but around some special configuration. We define
it in the following way. Take the determining sets
B^BZuB^flZ;!),

B^BZuBΛίΛZ j α

(1.52)

where the operation of joining two determining sets is given by (2.14) [III], and
take the corresponding functions UB , UB . These functions are supported in the
domains Ω'{ι + ί,(Ω'jι + ί)c correspondingly, and they are introduced in order to
break the configuration Uk into two independent parts by the boundary conditions
at the boundary θβJJ+i Define the configurations

on

^ v

<L53>

on
(Ωl+1)c
In the configuration Ult2 the arguments are separated completely across the
boundary dΩ'{ι11. It seems to be singular on a neighborhood of this boundary,
but in fact it is regular, and satisfies the regularity conditions typical for an /z-order
c
2
configuration on the domain (βj[+ 1 ) nβjj+ 1 . It is so, because the arguments of
the corresponding functions are equal to 1 on this domain, and the exponential
decay properties enforce the additional regularity. We construct the expansion of
Uk around the configuration Uίa From the results of Sects. D, E [15] we obtain
2

f

U°k=(expiηHUG μu2,HlkQ.(ηA0)[4^

(1.54)

We have written explicitly the form of the operator dependence of the function
Hk on the fields J 1 > 2 , Qh(ηA0). The second field is obviously localized in the domain
2
Z£nβ£+ l 5 and we will use this localization and the exponential decay of the
function Hk to get exponential factors in the localization procedure. ThefieldJ 1 > 2
is not localized, but in the composition G'k'Jlt2 we may localize it, because of the
properties of the kernel of the operator Gk. The property important here is the
equality G£β*» = 0, see the definition (3.148) [13] and the identities (3.149)-(3.153)
[13]. The field J 1 > 2 restricted to Ωl~+1 is equal to Jί9 and it satisfies the criticality
condition (δA,Jί > = 0 for δA such, that QB δA = 0. This condition for δA, and
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the condition for Gk coincide on the domain i2i'+ l 9 except the boundary layer of
the width 2Mγ. We use this fact to localize the considered expression. We introduce
a function θeC$((Ω'ϊ+1Y), such that θ = 1 on the union of (Ω^+1)c and the above
boundary layer, and changes from 1 to 0 near the boundary of this layer. We write
GfcJ1>2 = G£(l — Θ)J1 + GkΘJ12> and the second term of the sum is localized
properly. For the first term the kernel of G£(l — θ) does not satisfy the condition
for averages on the domain where the function 1 — θ is neither equal to 1, nor to
0. We improve this writing
G2(l - θ) = GZ(1 - 0)(1 - ρ ^ H * ) + G£(l - θ)Q*H*χ.
Of course, we have the equality
GZ(i-0)(i-ρ*/ί*)ρ*=o,
hence the above condition for Jι implies

Thus we have
G"kJU2 = GZ(1 - θ)Qiιθ1H*ιJ1

+ G"kΘJU29

(1.55)

where the function θx is equal to 1 on the domain where ΘΦO, 1, and changes
from 1 to 0 on a neighborhood of this domain. The expression on the right-hand
side above has a good localization property, which yields the required exponential
factors. The two formulas (1.51), (1.54) give the expansion of Uk around the
configuration Uίt2. This configuration restricted to Z c is equal to U1. Next, we
expand L^ around the configuration
(1.56)

Uk,Λ=Uk(V"[ΛC,V^).

The field V^ is in the axial gauge in Λ, hence it is small inside Λ, and averages
of UktΛ are also small there. More precisely the condition (1.84) [IV] is satisfied
for it. This allows us to write

.

(1.57)

The field in the argument of the function H B has again a right localization, and
the function is decaying exponentially off the domain Z£. Finally, we obtain an
expansion around Uk introducing the field Vfk into the argument of the function
UktΛ. We have

Uk,Λ= Uk(V''[ΛC,V'fιV'kV^) = (^xpiηHk^--.\ogV'J^UkyΛ.

(1.58)

The sequence of the four formulas (1.51), (1.54), (1.57), and (1.58) yields the required
expansion of the configuration Uk around Uk.
Now we apply the above expansions to terms of the second part of the effective
action. We repeat all the considerations and constructions of Sect. 3, [III], and
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Sects. 3-6 [I] so we will be very brief here, and we will mention only basic issues.
ϋ)
Consider a term E (X, [/£', z) with X a Z\ and let zeΩn\Ωn+1
for n ^j. As in Sect.
2
3 we take the cube • sπn containing the point z, and we consider the case X c Q~ .
Using a somewhat simplified version of the transformation (3.3), (3.18), (3.19) [I]
we write
9

U°k,z) + [E^(X,

VJ(BJ{ΠO),expiQ.(ηVLl{gkB))M'{ϋl)\z)

^(B/Πoλ Aί (l/ί)),z)],

(1.59)

5

where Π o ^ HT (the operation ~ is defined here in terms of M-cubes of the
L~ "-lattice). To the expression in the square bracket above we apply all the
n
transformations and estimates of Sects. 3-5 [I] (with η replaced by L~ ). We obtain
f
a sum of expressions with good bounds, depending analytically on ΊΛ k{gkB)
restricted to the cube []] 0 . The field B is localized in A, and we try to decouple it
from the cube Πo> and also we try to decouple components of Z. More precisely,
we apply the expansion (6-9) [I] to the above expressions, the expansion with σ 0
defined as the set of cubes A disjoint with Do a n < 3 Λ~. We write this expansion in
the form (6.10) [I], where the summation is over domains YoeΌk containing Πo>
and at least one of the components of Λ~. The other terms in the expansion vanish,
because of the localization of the field B. The non vanishing terms in the expansion
can be estimated as in (6.24)-(6.29) [I], in fact the bounds are even simpler and
better in this case, because on the domains with nonzero parameters s the field B
is equal to 0. Terms R 0 ) (X, Ό'k') are considered in the same way. For the terms
with localization domains X not contained in Π~2> and for the boundary terms
in the second group, we write the following simpler identity
E<Λ(X, U'i,z) = E<Λ(X, U°k,z) + [E<Λ(X,exp ίηH'k'(gkB)Ul z) - E">(X, l/°,z)],
(1.60)
and we repeat all the above described operations for the expression in the square
bracket. As a result of the final localization expansion we get a sum of terms with
the above described localization domains Yo. For a fixed domain Yo we resum all
the expressions constructed above, and having Yo as the final localization domain.
This resummation is almost exactly the same as the one discussed in Sect. 6 [I],
it is controlled by the renormalization procedure for E-terms, the renormalization
and the bounds (2.31) [III] for R-terms, and the bounds (2.42) [III] for B-terms.
In effect, for a given Yo we obtain a term which is small, and satisfies the exponential
bound (2.42) [III] in dk(Y0). We consider all these terms as boundary terms
connected with corresponding components of Z, and we will consider them later,
together with other terms of the first part of the effective action in (1.49). Let us
notice only that the above expressions are analytic functions of Uk on Yo, and the
analyticity domain is restricted on the cube Do? O Γ o n the domain X, by the
analyticity properties of the original term. Outside the cube Do? o r the domain
X, this analyticity domain is quite large, restricted only by the analyticity properties
of the function H£. The bounds mentioned above are satisfied for these analytically
extended expressions.
Next, we consider the first terms on the right-hand side of the equalities (1.59),
(1.60). We apply again the same equalities to them, but using the representation
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(1.54). Then we repeat all the other operations described above, in particular the
localization expansions, which give the second set of expressions localized in the
domains Yo, but depending analytically on the background field Ulf2. The first
terms on the right-hand sides of the equalities depend on the field Ul9 and we
repeat again the procedure using the representation (1.57), and then once more
using the representation (1.58). After the last operation we obtain again the original
terms on the right-hand sides of the last set of equalities, but taken at the
background field Uk. These are the desired terms we need to reconstruct the new
action, in fact we get almost the whole new action, except the terms with localization
domains intersecting the domain Z, and the new terms of Rik\ which will be
obtained by the R-operation.
Now we consider terms of the first part of the effective action in (1.49), except
the first two terms, and all the above constructed new terms with the localization
domains Yo. The first operation is exactly the same as in the previous case, i.e.,
we apply either the equality (1.59), or (1.60), and the localization operation is
determined by the set σ0 of cubes A disjoint with Πo> 0 Γ X-> a n ( i with /Γ. We
obtain some new terms, and all the terms depend on the background field Uk. Let
us take one term in the above sum. It has a localization domain X intersecting Z.
We assume that Uk is the background field for this term, and we denote it by
Έ(X, Uk\ although it may be any term in the sum. Take the smallest localization
domain Y1eΌk containing X, and containing these components of Z, which
intersect X. For the domain Y1 we take the determining set B^YJ
and the representation

•FT^.^M ίl/rOL^-.^^'TK-^^^

(1.161)

Here Y? is the domain on which the determining sets B^(Y2) and Bk coincide,
hence YΛ Y? is a boundary layer at the boundary δ Y1? of the width 2Mλ at most,
for the corresponding scale. Notice that we have to keep the gauge transformation
uk in the above configuration. We cannot remove it, because we use the two
different representations for fields at the boundary of the boundary layer. We use
the fact that uk(x) is an analytic function of H^ restricted to this block of the set
Bk9 to which the point x belongs. This function is given by the explicit formula
(106) [12]. We substitute the representation (1.61) into the function E(X, Uk). We
apply the localization operation to the function H'k\ with the set σ0 of cubes A
disjoint with Λ, and we represent this expansion in the form of the expansion (6.10)
[I], where the summation is over domains Y'2 such that each component of Y'2
belongs to D fe , contains at least one component of Λ9 and intersects the boundary
layer YΛY?. A term in this expansion depends on the background field Ult2
restricted to Y2 = Y1 u Y2. Consider the configuration Ul9 given by (1.53). For the
domain Y2 we take the determining set Bx (Y2) = B( Y2) u B1, and the representation
)R(ulί
2

φ

4

Γ

+

ί

+

)M\Uκ
(1.62)

where we have used the expansion (1.57). The same remarks apply to this
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representation, as to (1.61), in particular Y°2 is the domain on which the determining
sets B1(Y2) and Bx coincide. The function

is small on the boundary layer, and it depends analytically on the field UkfΛ. We
substitute the function on the right-hand side of (1.62) into the considered term of
the expansion. For the obtained expression we construct again the localization
expansion for the function H B with the set σ 0 of cubes A disjoint with Λ, and we
resum it and write it in the form of the expansion (6.10) [I]. The summation is
over domains Y'3 such that each component belongs to Όk, contains a component
of /!, and intersects Y2\Y2 A term of this expansion depends on the field Ukt
restricted to Y3 = Y2 u Y'3, which depends still nonlocally on the gauge fieldΛ
variables V". We repeat once more the above construction for the field UkiΛ. It
is given by (1.56), and we take the determining set Bk(Y3) = B(Y 3 )uB fc , and the
representation

(1.63)
where we have used the expansion (1.58). Here the function H k is given by
(1-64)
We substitute the representation (1.63) into the term of the last expansion,
corresponding to the domain Y3, and we construct the localization expansion for
the function Hfc, determined by the set σ 0 of cubes A disjoint with A. We resum
it and we get the expansion (6.10) [I], with the summation over domains Y4 such
that each component belongs to Όk, contains a component of Λ, and intersects
the domain Y3\Y3. A term of this expansion depends on the background field Uk
restricted to Y4 = Y3 u Y4. This is the final localization, because all other functions
in the constructed expressions depend on the new gauge field variables, or on the
background field ί/fc, restricted to this domain. Combining all the expansions we
represent the term Έ(X, Uk) as a sum of terms, the summation over domains
Y'2, Y3, Y'A. satisfying all the conditions described above; the term corresponding
to the given domains depends on the background field Uk restricted to the domain
Y4= Y t u Y' 2 u Y' 3 u Y4. The dependence is analytic. Now we should resum all
terms having the same localization domain, but at first we have to discuss more
carefully the analyticity properties, and bounds for terms of the above expansion.
Let us start with the analyticity properties. We express a term in the above
expansion as a function of the variables (U, J). We introduce these variables in the
usual way into the localized function Hk in (1.63), hence into ukA. We replace
M'{Uk), V" by the corresponding M"(U), and V^ by the function V{^(Mk(JJ)).
Such an extended function on the right-hand side of (1.63) is an analytic function
of (U, J) with a large domain of analyticity. The function Hfe(s(Y4)) on (Y°3)cn Y3
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is also very small, because of the localization of the argument, and the exponential
decay, hence the regularity properties of the configuration (1.63) are almost the
same, as the regularity properties of U{Bk{Y3),{M'{\J)[A:,ViA){Mk(V))))9
which,
considered on the domain (A~)c, are almost the same as these properties for the
configuration l/(Bfc(Y3),M"(U)). We substitute the extended function (1.63) into
the function of the right-hand side of (1.62), in the place of the field Ukt Λ, and into
H B i as the background field and in the argument of this function. The remaining
fields in (1.62) are replaced by functions of U in the usual way. The function H B
is very small on Y2\^2> again by the exponential decay and the localization of
its argument. Hence the regularity properties of (1.62) are almost the same as
these properties of U(βί(Y2)9(M
(UktA)[iYo)CnY^M-(V)[Ac^M-(U^L)(V))lAnQ?
c
lϊzrίnΩ'llJ)* which, on (/Γ) , are almost the same as of the configuration
L/(B1(Y2),M(U)). We substitute the extended function (1.62) into (1.61), and we
introduce the variables (U, J) into other expressions in the usual way. We obtain
the final function of (U, J), for which the regularity properties on the domain (A^f
are almost the same as for the configuration (/(B^YJ, M'(U)). On the domain Λ~
the regularity properties are similar to the properties of the configuration U'k. A
precise description of the regularity properties is given by the following statement:
the extended function Uk described above is an analytic function of the variables
(U, J) in the space ί/^(Y 4 ,α 0 ,α 1 ), with values in the space U'k(Yι,a0,aι),
i.e.,

Let us recall that the last space above, the space of values for the function Uk, is
the space defined by (1.64)—(1.69) [IV] for n = N. The above statement has been
proved already, in a slightly less general form, in the proof of the equality (1.89)
[IV]. The arguments needed for the proof of (1.65) are almost exactly the same as
there; in many places it is enough to replace ε7 by α 0 J , or to make similar simple
changes, therefore we do not repeat them here. Let us explain only that the statement
(1.65), similar to the equality (1.89) [IV], is one of the basic points of our
construction, and the preliminary integrations of the previous section were done
in order to create a smaller space of values of the function (1.65). In particular,
c
the space Uk (Yί,oίo,&1) is contained in the analyticity domain of the term E(X)
we consider, hence in the analyticity domains of all terms in the obtained effective
action. It is clear for terms of BJJ, by the inductive assumptions formulated in the
previous section (see the inequality (1.70) [IV] and the assumptions connected
with it). It is also clear for all new terms created by the previous localization
operations. Finally, it is simple to see for all the old terms, because they are
connected with the old determining set, for which the regularity conditions on the
crucial domain Ωfk'o+ 1\Ωko + 1 are weaker than the regularity conditions for the
new determining set. This implies the basic fact that the function E(X, Uk) is an
analytic function of the variables (U, J) on the space U^(Y 4 ,α 0 ,α 1 ).
Let us consider now bounds for the terms of the obtained expansion. We discuss
here only exponential factors, the other factors, like the powers of Ljη or α 0>k
coming from the renormalization procedure, were discussed thoroughly before.
The exponential factors are important here, because they control the resummations
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we have to do, and they give an exponential factor for the final resummed terms.
The inductive assumption yields the factor
- βκdj(X))exp(-(\

~βMLJηy'dM)

^exp(-βκdj(X))exp{~{\+3β)κdk(Y0)) for

j<k,

where Yo is the smallest domain from Όk containing X, and exp( — (1 + 4β)κdk(X))
for j = k9 from the improved bounds after the /cth renormalization transformation
T. Every localization operation above yields, after the resummations connected
with a fixed domain Y\J = 2,3,4, the factor Qxp(-(κ1 - \)M~d\ Y[\). If Y' 2 u Y' 3 u
Y4 Φ 0 , then the exponential decay of the functions Hfc,HB ,H Λ and HΐB^YJ,-)
yields the additional factor e x p ( - bd{{Y\)c r\ Yγ π Y'hX)\ where i is the first index
with a nonempty domain Y'i? and d( , ) is the scaled distance, see the definition
(2.36) [11]. Thus we obtain the follwing exponential factor for the term in the
expansion, corresponding to domains Y'2, Y'3, Y'4 with a nonempty union:
exp(-βκdj(X)-(l

+ 3β)dk(Y0)^δd((Y°iYn Yι n Yfio,X) - £ (Kl - l)M~d\ Y'A
(1.66)

where ί0 is the index of the first nonempty domain Y . We have the equality
4

Y4\Z

= (Y0\Z)vj \J (YWZ); therefore the above exponential provides a complete
ί= 2

exponential factor for the domain Y^XZ. The domains Y connect Y\\Z with /I,
and the third term in the exponential yields a connection of X with Y'io. Therefore
we also have exponential factors connecting different components of Y4.\Z.
Introduce the following definition of the relative linear size dkZ{Y) of a domain
YeΌk.
dkZ(Y) — M~ι (the length of a shortest tree graph contained in Y
and intersecting all M-cubes of the components of Y\Z). (1.67)
The above considerations imply that we can extract the factor exp( —(1 + 3β)
κdkZ{Y4r)) from the exponential (1.66), and the following exponential remains:

nY.nY'^x)- X i t a i=2

This we use now to control the resummations. We fix the domain Y = Y4, and we
resum at first over all the admissible domains Y[. Then, for a particular type of
terms, we sum over all admissible localization domains X. For E-terms and R-terms
this includes renormalization in the form described in the proof of Theorem 2 in
Sect. 2 [III]. We sum also over j . For the boundary terms we have just the
summations over X and j . Finally, we sum over different types of terms. All the
above summations were discussed in Sects. 6,7 [I], and in Sects. 2,3 [III]. Consider
now the exceptional terms, for which all the domains Y are empty. Then there
are only the first two terms in the exponential (1.66), Yι = YA.= Yand Y0\Z = Yχ\Z.
If the last domain is nonempty, then dk{Y0)^dkz(Y1)
= dkZ(Y), and we can still
resum over all terms with domains X such that Y0\Z is fixed and equal to Y\Z.
The sum is bounded by a constant times the same exponential factor as before.
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The sum of the remaining exceptional terms, and the sum of terms with the new
localization domains equal to a component of Z, satisfies a much worse bound,
similar to the bound (2.48) [III] for the sum of the boundary terms. This sum is
localized in a component of Z. We make the last resummation, we sum all the
terms with localization domains contained in a component of Z " . For the remaining
terms we use a part of the exponential factor to get a small constant in the bound.
Thus, after all these resummations we obtain a sum of expressions, the summation
is over domains YeΌk satisfying the property that the intersection YnZ^ is a
union of components of Z~, containing at least one component. The expression
corresponding to such a domain Y depends on the new background field Uk
restricted to Y, and also on the fields A,B,V" localized in Y. We denote this
expression by V(Y,Uk). It has an analytic extension F(Y,(U,J)) defined on the
space L ^ Y , ^ , ^ ) , and satisfying the bounds:
|K(y,(U,J))|gαexp(-(l+2i?)ίcd k , z (y))

(1.68)

for Y\Z^ φ 0 , with a constant α, which can be chosen arbitrarily small for y small
enough, and

|F(Y,(U,J))|^O(1) £ | Γ ? n y | ,

(1.69)

7=1

if Y is a component of Z~. Here {Γ*}} denotes the old determining set, obtained
after the last renormalization transformation, with which we have started the
analysis in Sect. [IV].
We have reconstructed almost the whole new action connected with the new
determining set B k , except the terms with localization domains intersecting Z, and,
of course, except new R(/c)-terms. Now we add all the missing terms with localization
domains intersecting the domain Z, more exactly we add these terms to complete
the effective action, and we subtract them from the remaining expression. They
may be resummed in domains Y described above, and the obtained expressions
satisfy the bounds (1.68), (1.69). We subtract them from the corresponding terms
V(Y), and we obtain new terms satisfying these bounds. For simplicity we denote
them by V(Y) also. After the addition of the above described terms we obtain a
new action, which contains all the necessary E-terms, and all the R-terms and
boundary terms connected with the first fc — 1 operations R T. It contains
th
also some R-terms and boundary terms connected with the k renormalization
transformation T, but these will be completed yet. Denote this action by A'k. The
result of aH the preceding operations can be written as the equality:

•XHAi2ΪdBσ{gkB)δTo(B)χ'exp\

-

(1.70)
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where Ek(Z) denotes the sum of normalization terms and vacuum energy terms
with localizations intersecting the large field domain Z.
Now we try to remove the characteristic functions χk,Λχ. We introduce the
decompositions of unity

in components of Z. The components with the second, large field function are
included again into the large field domain of the new action, except that we will
transform further the integral expression in (1.70), and we will write it in a more
convenient from. For the components with the first, small field function we can
remove the characteristic functions χktΛχ, because they are equal to 1. This is clear
f° r Ik,A- The restrictions introduced by χk imply that \dVk— \\<2εk on the
corresponding components of Z, and the bound (1.78) [IV] for the function VΛ.
These bounds and the axial gauge conditions for Vk = V^V^"1 imply the bound
(1.83) [IV] for V'k, i.e., | V'k - 1| < 0{\)B5M6εk,
by the same reasoning as in the
proof of Lemma 1 [14] (even a simpler one). The number M o in the definition
(1.101) [IV] is not fixed yet; we choose it as equal to the above bound, i.e.,
M o = 0(l)B5Mβ. This implies that the characteristic function χ is also equal to 1.
Thus, the components of Z are divided into two classes. For components of the
first class, denoted by {Xl9...,Xn},
there are only the characteristic functions
χ f c (Xp 6 ), which are combined with the function χ fe (ί2^ 4 ), here Ωk is the old kih
domain. These functions are gauge invariant, and the effective action is gauge
invariant; therefore we can remove the gauge fixing ^-functions δG nX{V'k) by a
reversed Faddeev-Popov procedure. This is possible only if we integrate the density
with respect to the gauge field variables Vk9 at least on the components Xt. Thus,
the density without the ^-functions connected with these components is equivalent,
but not equal, to the density with these functions, the equivalence understood in
the same sense as for the formula (1.99) [IV]. For the components of the second
class, denoted by {Y1,...,Ym}, we have the large field characteristic functions
χ£(Yp 6 ), and the previous functions xkiAtXi together with the (5-functions δGχ(V'k\
where Λ{ = An Y{, Gt = Gon Yt. The above operations, i.e., the introduction of the
decompositions of unity, and the removal of the ^-functions leading to the
equivalence relation, are the last operations defining the complete R-operation.
To write its final form, we introduce a new T-operation. It is defined for a component
of Z by a composition of the integration in (1.70) localized in this component, and
the integration together with the T^-operation in (1.100) [IV], also localized in
this component. We use the fact that these integrations factorize in components
of Z. We denote the component by X, it may be any component of the first, or
of the second class, and we define
T; (X) = J τ 7
1

a [

Σ
{Ωc}(ΛX,ZjnX},r

expΓ-±

SdB[xσ{ghB)δrT(B)χ!(X)
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V(X~, Uk)

T0)nX\-Ek(ΛnX)

κ

.

(1.71)

Here T=TonX,
and rT denotes the usual axial gauge tree graph, described in
the previous section, but constructed for the coordinate system obtained by
applying the Euclidean transformation r to the original coordinate system. As it
was mentioned in connection with the definition (1.100) [IV], we take only the 2d
reflections for subsets of coordinates, and the d\ permutations of the coordinates.
All the expressions in the above integral operation are localized in the domain X.
With the help of these operations we define the R-operation:

•Π
1

Σ

Σ

Π T ί ( ^ ) e x P χ V{Y, Uk)\,

(1.72)

where Ωk is the new kth domain defined by the determining set of the configuration
Uk. Notice that the terms V(Y, Uk) depend on the sequence {ΩpZj} restricted to
the components of Z contained in Y, and that the sum in the definition (1.71) acts
also on the last exponential in (1.72). The sum in the last exponential does not
include terms with localization domains equal to one of the components of Z~;
these terms are included into the operations T^.
In order to proceed with further operations, we have to find bounds for the
operation Tk(X). We consider the analytically extended expressions. In the
definition (1.71) only the quadratic form in B and the term V(X~) depend on
(U,J). We expand them up to the first order in A',J, the first order terms
are already small. This is clear for the expansion of the quadratic form, for
which the first order term can be bounded by O(\)BlA\p\(gk)\R0\(a0k
+ alk)<
O(\)B23A21C0MdRdk + 2p2ι{gk)q0(gk)gk, and this bound is small. The expression V(X~)
is a sum of a big number of terms, mainly boundary terms from all the
renormalization steps, depending on the configuration (1.61)—(1.63) localized in
X~. For all these terms the expansion in A\ J creates a connection between their
localization domains and the set B o u ( Γ ί ' n Γ ) , a connection with a proper
exponential decay. This allows us to resum all these terms, in the way discussed
in connection with the other terms V(Y). The resummed expression has the same
bound as above, with a different constant 0(1). Thus the operation Tk(X) can be
represented as the operation for a regular G-valued configuration U, with the
additional small, and possible complex valued, term in the exponential. All the
expressions in the definition (1.71), for the configuration U, are real, and the
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exponential density in the integral is positive. This implies the inequalities
F\,
^ Tk(X9(U90))e2lσl

^ (Tk(X9(U90)) l)έΓ2sup|σ|,

(1.73)
(1.74)

where σ is the small term of the first order in A\ J, and F is a function of the
integration variables in the integral (1.71). The expression Ύk(X9 (U, 0))l is obviously
positive, although it may be very small, hence Ύk(X9(U,J))\ ΦQ9 and from the
above inequalities we obtain
|(Ti(X,(U, J^iy^T^X^V,

i))F\ ^ e 3 s u p | σ | s u p | F | .

(1-75)

From the inequality (1.73) it is clear that we have to find a bound of Ύk(X,(U,Q))\9
which we denote for simplicity by Ύ'k(X)\. At first we bound all the expressions in
the exponential, except the Wilson action and the quadratic forms. The expression
V(X~) is bounded in (1.69). Similar bounds hold for vacuum energy counterterms
and normalization constants, except that for the last we have the corresponding
constant OQoggJ2) instead of 0(1). In effect we get a bound, to which every large field
domain Z} contributes the constant O ( l ) l o g ^ r 2 | Z 7 | ^ O{\)\oggj2(MRj)dd'j{Zj)
^
O(ί)MdRd +1d'j(Zj), where d) is the linear size defined in terms of MJ^-cubes instead
of M-cubes. Next, we bound the Wilson action and the quadratic forms, or rather
the corresponding Gaussian integrals. We have to obtain all small factors connected
with large fields. Here the situation is almost exactly the same as in [16], so we
summarize the results, and we discuss only some new issues. Consider large field
characteristic functions introduced in t h e / h step. There is the function χ){Pj\ which
yields the factor
exp
in the usual way, using Theorem 1 [15] and (71) [16]. Here the volume is for the
L~j-scale, and γ0 is an absolute positive constant (in this factor we may take
y0 = 1/2). The function χ'f(Qj) yields the factor

by expanding the Wilson action locally in the approximate fluctuation field, and
using the positivity bound for the resulting quadratic form. The characteristic
function χu~ί)c(Rj)
yields the factor
exp(-γo\δj(LM2Rjra\Rj\\
\

9j

/

by the same positivity bound for the quadratic form. Take the cover of the large
field region PJUQJURJ
by MRy-cubes, i.e., the smallest domain containing this
region, which is a union of MRj-cubes. This domain is a union of components
denoted by Z(j\ hence it is equal to [jiZf. For each component the above large
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field factors yield an exponential factor, which can be estimated by

1) -

2Po(gj)).

These are the fundamental large field factors, which control convergence of the
expansion of the effective densities. The above large field domain has also the
following important property:

r2-

(1.76)

Besides the above large field factors there are also the factors arising in the
preparatory steps to the R-operation, and described in Sect. 1 [IV]. These factors
are connected with components of a large field region Zj9 which satisfies the
conditions (i), (ii) at the beginning of Sect. 1 [IV]. Thus, if one of the functions
1 — χ{p is introduced in such a component, we get a factor

for some m satisfying j — N ^ m ^ j . It can be bounded by

exp(-|5 3 - 2 (l + β0Γ2A20p20(gj))^exp(-

A\pl(9j)).

The function 1 — χ'm, where χ'm is given by (1.27) [IV], yields the factor
exp( -yo-L(2δ
The second function in the decomposition (1.28) [IV] yields the same final factor.
The function 1 — χjΛ yields the factor

as it was proved in Sect. 1 [IV] after the definition (1.75) [IV]. Finally, consider
the function 1 —χ', where χ' is given by (1.82) [IV]. Now the situation is much
more complicated, and to get a small factor we have to consider two cases. The
restrictions introduced by the function 1 — χ' mean that at least one bond variable
B'(b\ foeB0, satisfies the inequality \B'(b)\ ^ δ), where j is the index of the considered
large field region satisfying (i), (ii). In the first case we assume that b c Ω'^γ \Ω^+ x ,
so it is a bond belonging to the last domain P1 \P2, in which the axial gauge was
fixed, the gauge defined in Sect. 1 [IV] before the definition (1.82) [IV]. In this
case we will get a small factor using the Wilson action. Assume that the plaquette
variables of V" on this domain are small, i.e., | V"{dp') — 11 < ε for p' c Ω"h~+γ \Ω"h+1,
and transform the field V" into a field satisfying the axial gauge conditions. The
gauge transformation v is determined by Vo only, because V satisfies the conditions,
and is given by v{x) = V0(ΓytX), where the contour Γy x was defined in Sect. 1 [IV].
We obtain the field V1 = V"υ = v_ V'VQV^1, which satisfies the regularity condition
above, and the axial gauge conditions. By elementary reasoning, the same as in
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the proof of Lemma 1 [14], we obtain the estimate
I V^b) - 1| < 6(100MRj-N

)2ε g 6(100M(L +

+1

l)NβoRj)2ε,

where we have taken into account that Ωl% 1 satisfies the condition (i). The estimate holds for b aΩf/ιl21\Ωf/ι + 1, and on this domain the field Vo is given by
Vo = GxpiQj_N(L~jA0),
where A o satisfies (1.87) [IV]. This implies the estimate

hence

From the above estimates we obtain
I V'ib) - 11 < 6(100M(L + \)R) + βo)2ε + O(V> —B\B5MηR)

+βo

By our assumptions on N the number multiplying 5} is small, e.g., it is smaller
than 1/4, hence we have \B'(b)\ < URJε 4-1/25}. If we take ε = (24R^)" 1 δ} , then
\B\b)\<δ'j. This implies that at least one plaquette variable has to satisfy the
opposite inequality, i.e., \V"(dp')—l\^(2ARά
)~1δ'j for some pr dΩ^l21\Ω'lι + ί .
Then the Wilson action yields the factor

Consider now the second case, i.e., we assume that \B'\ < δ) on Ωf^ί\Ωl+1,
but
\Bf(b)\ ^ δ'j for a bond beΩ^+1 n B 0 . To get a small factor in this case, we use the
quadratic form in the expansion (1.20). We make all the previous transformations
of the Wilson action localized by the function ζ, with the only difference that we
take now the function ζ1 changing from 1 to 0 in the neighborhood of dΩ'lι + l9
instead of the neighborhood of dΩ'^+1. We estimate the terms in the expansions
in the same way as before. Although we get a worse bound this time, because of
the worse bound for the field B\ the bound is still a small constant. The remaining
quadratic form (1.21) is treated in a similar way as the form in (1.7). For the field
k
Uo inside U°jtZ we change the gauge again, we fix the axial gauge for M (U0) on
a neighborhood of Z, and then the Landau gauge for Uo on such a neighborhood.
We obtain (1.83)—(1.87) [IV] with k replaced by j , and with an additional factor
Rj on the right-hand sides. Next, we fix the Landau gauge for Ujz on Zni22+ 2 l 9
and we get a representation corresponding to (1.87) [IV]. We expand the quadratic
form up to the first order with respect to the corresponding field A o . The first
order term can be estimated by
||£||2O(1)£*£5M6RA

< ^ ^

The leading term in the expansion is the quadratic form (1.21) with the minimizer
calculated at the external gauge field equal to 1. Using the local version of the
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bound (1.7) we can bound this quadratic form from below by

Thus we obtain the inequality
<lDH'ίJtZB,ζDH'iJtZB>>y0

£

\iβB){p')\2
l

t

'

+' j ^ p l W g j .

(1.77)

We assume that g^ is sufficiently small, so that the constant on the right-hand side
above is small, or 0(1). For the quadratic form on the right-hand side we have an
inequality similar to (1.8), but now we need a simpler inequality. We have to bound
one bond variable \B(b)\2 by the quadratic form. By the same remark as in the
case of the inequality (1.8), we get
\B{b)\2^6(d + 3)(l00M(L+l)NβoRj)d

+2

£

\(dB){p')\29

(1.78)

p'eBonβ£+1

fora bond t e B o n ί 3 J | + i . We take the bond b, for which \B(b)\ ^gj1^^
and the inequalities (1.77), (1.78) yield the following large field factor:

A1p1(gj),

exp(-iyo[6(d + 3 ) ( 1 0 0 M ( L + ^ ^
This is the largest factor among all the small factors we have obtained from the
large field characteristic functions in the preparatory steps. We assume that
2pι —(d + 5)r0 > pθ9 and we estimate the factors by exp(— /?0 (#/))•
All the integrals with respect to the group valued variables in the definition
(1.71) are estimated by 1. Similar to the integral with respect to J5, we have to
include only the constant with the logarithms in the last line into the integration
measure, and we estimate the quadratic form in B from below by 0. The integrals
with respect to the fields Aj in (2.21) [III], or (1.25) [IV], are estimated using the
positivity properties of the quadratic forms, and we get the factors exp O(l)\ZjnΩjl
where the volume is for the corresponding scale. Finally, the summations over the
admissible sequences can be replaced by the factors
expO{l)(MRj)~d\Zj\.
Let us summarize now the results of the above estimates. We have obtained
the following inequality:

Π
(1-79)
where the last product is over components of Zj satisfying the conditions (i), (ii),
for which some large fields are created during the preparatory steps. The supremum
is taken over all admissible domains, satisfying all the conditions described in the
previous sections, in particular the conditions (1.76). Notice that the above
inequality holds for all large field regions, not only for the regions satisfying the
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conditions (i), (ii). For the last regions we will prove that the expression on the
right-hand side can be estimated by exp(— 2po(gk)). For general regions we will
prove the inductive statement below. The expression on the right-hand side of
(1.79) is a product of factors coming from the successive renormalization steps.
The product of factors coming from the first j steps is connected with the region
Zj, and can be factorized in components of Z 7 . If Z is a component of Zj9 and
j(Z) is the index of a first large field region contained in Z, then we write the factor
connected with Z in the form Qxp(—Kj(Z) — 2po(gj(Z))). The basic inductive
statement concerns these factors, or the numbers Kj(Z). To formulate it, we
introduce an operation S, naturally connected with our procedure. If Z is a union
of MRj-cubes of the lattice Tξ, ξ = L~\ then we take the cover Z' of Z by a smallest
union of LMRj+1 -cubes, and we add ten layers of such cubes. We denote the
obtained domain by S(Z), i.e., S(Z) = Z'~ 1 0 . Such a domain arises as a new large
field region in our procedure, if no large fields are created in a neighborhood of
Z, more precisely in S(Z)\Z. The operation S may be iterated. Next, notice that
the expression in the first exponential in (1.79) has a universal character, it can be
written for an arbitrary sequence of domains, in particular for the sequence arising
by applying the operation S many times to a given domain Z. We use this remark
formulating the following statement:
The factor exp(— Kj(Z)) controls K renormalization steps, under the assumption
that no large fields are created in these steps, where the number K is the smallest
positive integer having the property that the domain SK(Z\ considered as a
domain in the lattice of the scale L~u +K\ satisfies the conditions (i), (ii), with
N = Rj. More precisely this means that
Kj(Z)^

J

0{\)MdK^d'n{Sn-\Z)\

Σ

(1.80)

We prove this statement by an induction with respect toy. At first we estimate the
sum on the right-hand side above. Consider the domain Sn~j(Z). The domain Z
is a union of Mi^-cubes • , Z = (J Π, and by the definition of the operation S
D<=Z
n

j

we have S ~ {Z)=

[j S ~ {Π). It is easy to see that S"~7'(Π) is a cube, which is
n

j

a union of Ldι^jMRn-cubes,

where
I

^

4

2

6

3

The MKn-cube in the center of S"1 "•'(•) contains •• Denote by Z(n~j) the cover
of Z by MKn-cubes in the corresponding scale (i.e., by LnjMRn
-cubes in L~J-scale).
n j
31
Thus S " (Z) c
(J
• o , and this implies
(

)

n

j

d

if the linear size on the right-hand side is different from 0, or d'n(S ~ (Z)) ^ (64) if
it is equal to 0. From the scaling property (6.31) [I] we obtain
{n

])

d!n(Z ~ ) ^ L "

ll2{n j)

' d'j{Z)

(

/)

^ 2" "-- ^(Z)
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for n — j > 1. The square root appears here, because for some steps we do not gain
the scaling factor L~ι (then Rm + 1 = LRm). Consider now the sum in (1.80). Let n0
be the last index n such that d'n(Z{n~j)) > 0. Then Sno + 1 ~j(Z) is contained in a cube
of the size 64MRno + ί, hence it satisfies the condition (i), and doing at most Rj
further steps we obtain a domain satisfying both conditions (i), (ii). Thus
K^n0 —j + Rj, and we have

0{\)MdRdn+13(126)d2-(n~

H)(Z)

+l
no+Rj

d

Ld+1RJ

J

+2

(d'j(Z)+l).

(1.81)

Now we prove the statement fory = 1. Take a component Z of the region Z1. It
is determined by some of the large field regions Zψ, in the sense that the property
(1.76) is satisfied, i.e., Z c [J(Zf)~2. Then d'^Z) ^Σd'Λ(Zf)~3)>
and
i
3

d

1

) £ Ί (3 2"- d'1{Zψ)

+ 2") g

This implies

and

From the definition of κx{Z) we get the following bound:
γ xd\{Z).

(1.82)

Thus, by the estimate (1.81), the statement holds for j = 1, i.e., the inequality (1.80)
holds for j = 1, if

This condition is satisfied for p0 large, and g1 sufficiently small. Assume that the
statement is true for some;, and take a component Z of Z / + 1 . We consider two
cases. In the first case no large fields were introduced in the last step, hence
Z = S(Z0), where Z o is a component of Zj9 and from the definition of κj+1(Z) we
have
κj+1(Z)

= Kj{Z0) - 0(l)MdRd:idrj+1(Z)

(1-83)

The equality Z = S(Z0), and the inequality (1.80) holding for j and Z o , imply that
this inequality holds for j + 1 and Z. In this case we should consider also the
domains Z such that Z = S(Z0),Z0 satisfies the conditions (i), (ii), and a new large
field was introduced in the preparatory operations. Then κ:; ( Z o ) ^ 0 , and we do
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not have a better bound for it, but we have the new factor exp(— po{Qj)) We define
κj+ι{Z) = p0{gj)-O{\)MdRdjX\d'j+i{Z).
It satisfies (1.80), because Z is a small
domain, it is contained in a cube of the size 100MRj+ x, hence K = Rj+1 for Z. In
the second case Z is obtained from some number of components of Zj9 and some
number of new large field regions, joined together into the one component of Zj+1
by the operations of the last step, in particular by adding layers of MRj+1 -cubes.
Denote the components of Z] by Zf\ and the new large field regions by Zf+ι.
The property (1.76) implies

For the domains Zψ there are defined the numbers Kj(Zψ\ and for Zf+ λ we have
the factors from (1.79). By the definition we have

κj+1(Z) = Σ(κ;(Z<">) + 2po(gΛzf)))
n

- 0{\)MdRγ+\d'j+1(Z)

2

+ Σ(yoAip 0(gj+
i

)(d'J+1(Zf+ι)

1

+ 1) + 2po(gj+1))
(1.85)

- 2po(gj{Z)).

We show that this number satisfies (1.80) by an induction with respect to the number
of domains in {Zf\Zf+1}.
We have proved (1.80), if this number is equal to 1,
because then we have either the situation covered by (1.83), or by the first induction
step. Assume that (1.80) holds for a number of domains smaller than the number
for Z. Define the graph G in the following way: the set of vertices of G is {Zψ, Zf+ x },
and a pair of domains is a line in G if the union of corresponding domains in
(1.84) is a connected domain, i.e., if the corresponding domains intersect, or touch
each other. By (1.84) the graph G is connected. Take a maximal tree graph contained
in the graph G. This tree graph has some nonzero number of endpoints, i.e., vertices
which are connected by one line with the rest of the graph. Take one of them, and
denote the corresponding domain in (1.84) by X. Remove the vertex, and the
connecting line, from the graph. The obtained graph is still a connected tree graph,
hence the union of the domains in (1.84) corresponding to the vertices of the
obtained graph is a connected domain. Denote this domain by Y. It is equal to
the corresponding union (1.84), and the number of domains in the union is smaller
than the number for Z, hence the assumption of the induction hypothesis is satisfied,
and the corresponding number κj+ι(Y\ defined as in (1.85), satisfies (1.80). The
statement (1.80) holds also for X and κj+1(X), because there is the exactly one
domain in X. By the definitions of X and Y, and by (1.84), we have Z c I u Y . B y
the definition (1.85) we have
κj+ί(Z)

= κj+1(X)

+ κj+ί(Y)
d

d

+ 2po{gj(X)) + 2pQ(gj{Y)) -

+ O(l)M R j:{d)+1(X)

+

d

2po(gj{Z))

d

O(ί)M R :id'j+ΛY)-O(l)MdRdU
(1.86)

The index j(Z) is equal to one of the indices j(X),j(Y),
2po(9j{x)) + 2po{gjiY)) - 2po(gm)

hence

^ 2(1 + β 0 Γ W # i + 1 )

The domain Z is connected, and Z d u Y , hence
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+ κj+1(Y) + 2(\ + βorιPo(gj+1)^0(l)2dMdRdj:i

(1.87)

Consider the sum on the right-hand side of (1.80), with j + 1 instead of/ The
domains X, Y intersect, or at least touch each other, hence the intersection of
n j 1

S^J-^xi

S - - (Y),ϊoτn>j+l,

contains at least a cube of the size 20MRn.

This implies that

The domains X, Y determine the corresponding indices K1,K2. Now the situation
is symmetric in X, Y, so we may assume that, for example Ki^K2.
The domain
SKl(X) satisfies the conditions (i), (ii), in particular it is contained in a cube of the
size l00MRj+1+Kl,
and it intersects the domains SKι(Y). It is clear that applying
nx times the operation S to the last domain, where n1 is a rather small number,
e.g., nλ < 10, we obtain the domain SKι+ιlί{Y)
containing SKι+ni(X\ This implies
that Sn~j~\Z)

= Sn~j-\Y)

for n t j + 1 + Kί + nί9 and that K ^ K2 + nλ + Rj+1.

To prove the statement for κj+ί(Z)

we estimate the sum in (1.80):

n =j + 2

J

j

''j:2ι^κj+1(Z),

(1.88)

for p0 large and y small enough. This completes the inductive proof of the statement.
Let us draw some conclusions from the statement. At first, the domain X in
the definition (1.71) satisfies the assumption of the statement with K = 0, therefore
κk(X) ^ 0, and we have the fundamental inequality
1

Tk(X)lSexp(-2(l+β0Γ pΌ(gk)).

(1.89)

Next, we have noticed already that the inequality (1.79) holds for the T-operation
connected with an arbitrary large field region. The inequality (1.80) holds quite
generally for such regions, hence also an improved bound (1.89), with the additional
term — κίdk(X) in the exponential. This implies the inequality (2.50) [III], hence
Corollary 3.
The next step is a construction of an exponentiated cluster expansion for the
expression in the curly bracket in (1.72). The first operation is the Mayer expansion
of the exponential, the same as in (7.1) [I]. We obtain a sum of terms over
{X1,...,Xn}
and subfamilies D c D f c . Each term determines the localization
n

domain X'o = [J F υ (J Xj. This domain is decomposed into components, but
YeΌ

7=1
m

now we define them in a different way. At first we take components of X'o\ [j Yi9
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and we consider two such components as connected, if they are contained in one
localization domain Y of a term in the product. This means that each component
has a correct tree graph decay factor, controlling summations over components.
r

Thus we write X'o = 1J X'p9 and the expression corresponding to X'o factorizes in
the components. For the fixed decomposition we resum all the expressions
determining the same components. We obtain the following polymer expansion

{•• } = i + Σ

Σ

f

r*l{X'1,...,X'r}P=

where the activities F(X') are defined by

=Σ Σ

Σ Y l ] i \

q {Xn,...,XJq} D yeDO

Λ=l

j

h

yeD

γ ι Σ
YeD

Here the summation is over {Xh,...,XJq}
and D such that the connected
localization domain they determine is equal to X'. To get a convergent exponentiated
expansion of the right-hand side of (1.90), we have to obtain the bounds for the
activities. Using (1.68), (1.73), (1.89), we obtain

Σ' Σ Π exp(-2(l +/ϊo)-1po(0*)+ 1)

^Σ

D

YeD

h l

αexp(-(l +2β)κdk9AY)))™P
/

Σ
YeΌ

*exp(-(l+2β)κdktZ.(Y)l
(1.92)

q

where Zr = (J Ytu [j Xjh, and we have estimated the expression |σ| in (1.73) by
i=l

h=\

1. We estimate the second product above in the following way:

YeΌ

d

+ β + ^j\κM- \χΛ^

(1.93)

where we have used the fact that α is sufficiently small, e.g., α 1 / 3 ^ exp (— (1 + β)κ2d),
to produce the exponential factors connecting graphs in domains Y, in the cases
they intersect outside Z'. The sum of the last products above is estimated in the
usual way:

D YeΌ

= Στ Σ' Π
n n\

(Yu...,γn)j=i
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0{\)a1'3M'd+1\dYind(X'\Yi)\

X

(1.94)
where co = 1, if the empty subfamily is admissible in the sum over D, and c 0 = α 1 / 3
in the remaining cases. The first case is possible, if X' is one of the domains X},
and then we have the small factor from the bound (1.89) of the operation Tk(Xj).
The last exponential on the right-hand side of (1.92) can be also estimated by
the above bound. We have \X'\Z'\-^\X'\vYi\,
and we use the fact that
O(l)α 1 / 3 rg 1 ^ l/(β-2d)βκ for K large enough, hence the above bound is cancelled
by the corresponding part of the second factor on the right-hand side of (1.93).
q

The product over h there is estimated by Y[ exp2κ(\00Rk)d,

and this product is

combined with the first product on the right-hand side of (1.92). We assume that
gk is so small that
- 2(1 + βoΓ'poigu) + 1 + 2κ(l00Rk)d ^ - f po(gk)
(for example, take β0 = 1/7, then this means that -(l/4)po(gfΛ) + 1 + 2κ{\00Rk)d ^ 0,
and before we had stronger restrictions on po(gk)). Combining together all the
estimates we obtain

^Σ

Σ
(1.95)

Now there are two cases to consider. Either the domain X' contains one of the
domains Yh then the sum over q above begins with q = 0, but then c0 = α 1 / 3 , or
m

the domain X' is disjoint with \J Yh and then the sum begins with q = 1. In the
ί=l

last case we extract the factor exp( — po{gk)) before the sum, and in both cases we
estimate the obtained sum by

^ Σ T Σ7
q^oQ-

{Xh,.,X,q)

(1.96)
Finally, we have

for gk small, hence the above bound is cancelled by the last exponential in (1.95),
and we obtain
(l + β)κdkίjγμ')),

(1.97)
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if X' does not intersect [j Yh and c 1 = α 1 / 3 in the

where c1=exp( — p0(gk))

remaining cases.
The estimate (1.97) is sufficient for convergence of the exponentiated cluster
expansion, and we have

{

}==exp R'ik) = exp £ R'<k\X).

(1.98)

The summation here is over domains XeΌk, which have nonempty intersections
with Zk. In fact, admissible domains, i.e., domains with nonzero expressions R'(/c)(X),
have the intersections sufficiently large, because they contain at least one large
field region connected with one of the T^-operations. The expression R'{k)(X)
depends on the background field Uk restricted to X, and it can be extended as an
analytic function of the variables (U, J), defined on the space Uck(X, α o >^i) It is
given by the convergent series (7.13) [I] (with proper notational changes), and it
satisfies the inequality
|R'<k>(X,(U,J))|g0(l)Clexp(-(l+ii8)κ^ur|(X)).

(1.99)

The exponentiation (1.98) completes the R-operation. Now we divide the terms
R/(k)(X) into two groups. To the first group we assign all the terms with the
m

localization domains X intersecting the large field region Z~kκj [J Y~t, to the
i=l

second group the terms with the domains disjoint with this region. The terms of
the first group are new boundary terms, and they are denoted by B/(k)(X). The
terms of the second group give the basic contribution to the R-terms in the kth
renormalization step. By their definition the linear size of the domain X in (1.99)
can be replaced by dk(X), and cί is equal to exρ( — po{gk)), hence we have the
following more precise bound for them:
|R/W(X,(U,J))|^exp(-p0(^))exp(-κ4(X)).

(1.100)

By their construction it is also clear that they are Euclidean covariant, i.e., they
have the property (2.32) [III].
With the above definitions we have completed the construction and the
description of the new action after the kth transformation R T. We have

Λ

( M 0

"

This new action satisfies the induction hypothesis, as it follows from the
construction and the properties of the new terms. The new large field region is
m

equal to Zku

m

(J Yi9 and the operation Ύk for a component Y of the set \J Yt has

the form
(1.102)
From (1.72), (1.98), and the above definitions, it follows that the result Rpk of the
R-operation can be written in the form (2.18) [III], with all the expressions satisfying
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the induction hypothesis described in Sect. 2 [III]. This completes the proof of
Theorem 1 and Corollary 3.
Let us make the final remark about another possible representation of the kth
density. We divide the terms of the sum in (1.98) in the same way as before, and
we consider the part of the expression (1.72) with the product of the operations
Tk(Yi) acting on the exponential in (1.98) with the boundary terms only, in fact
with the terms with localization domains intersecting u Yf. We write this expression
in the following form

Π ( m )l) Π ( m μΓ^TOexpΣB'^PO ,
i=l

(1.103)

J

ii=l

and we consider the expression in the square bracket. We apply successively the
same steps as for the expression in the curly bracket in (1-72), so we describe now
changes and differences only. We apply the Mayer expansion, and we write the
polymer expansion (1.90), using the fact that the T^-operations are normalized,
i.e., if such an operation is applied to a function which does not depend on the
integration variables connected with the operation, then it is equal to 1. The
activities in the polymer expansion are given by (1.91), but without the first two
sums, and the product of the T^-operations is restricted to the operations with
regions Yt contained in the localization domain of the activity. Also, we use the
ordinary notion of connectedness to define components. The activities are estimated
as in (1.92), with the corresponding changes, i.e., without the first two sums, the
first product over h is replaced by the product of e3 over indices i such that Yt c X\
the number β is replaced by (1/4)/?, and α by 0 ( 1 ) ^ . All these changes have to be
done in the next formulas, and we do not mention them any more. We have the
inequality (1.93), but with the linear size dk(X'\u Y() in the first exponential on the
right-hand side, and without the product over h. The sum over D is estimated as
in (1.94), and we get the bound (1.95) without the first two sums and the first
exponential. This bound is enough for the convergence of the exponentiated cluster
expansion. This requires a comment, because in this bound there are no tree decay
exponential factors for the domains Yt. In fact, looking carefully at a standard
proof of the convergence of the expansion (e.g., in [26]), we see that in the present
situation such factors are not needed, because there are no summations over these
domains, they are fixed. Thus, we obtain (1.98) for the expression in the square
(/c)
bracket in (1.103). We denote the terms in the sum again by B' (X), because the
m

domains X intersect (J Yt. We substitute the right-hand side of (1.98) into the
i= 1

expression for the effective density, and we obtain
Rp = y

y

γ (

y

ΎΊz

Ί
(1.104)
For this representation the domains Yt are still large field domains, but there are
no integral operations connected with them, there are only the characteristic
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functions, the ^-functions and the functions Ύ'k(Yι)l multiplying the action density,
hence Ύk(Yι) is the multiplication operation. These functions depend only on the
new field variables Vk restricted to Yh therefore they do not participate in operations
connected with next renormalization transformations. The action is also simple;
it is the usual small field action outside Z fc , with the additional boundary terms
with localization domains containing one of the domains Yt. The contributions
from the previous large field regions is isolated in these boundary terms, and in
the functions T^Y;)!. The representation (1.104) can be used alternatively in the
inductive description of the effective actions, and the above considerations leading
to it give the proof of Theorem 1.
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